DORMITORY OFFICE MANAGER BLAMES EQUIPMENT FOR POOR PHONE SERVICE

"It is my opinion that the operators [Pope] issued a letter which explained the apparent inefficiency of the University which appeared in a recent issue of the student newspaper. The manager was responsible for the editorial, and it appears that he did not do his job properly." The letter in question was written by the student newspaper and published in a recent issue. The manager was responsible for ensuring that the editorial was appropriate for the university.

The manager claims that the operators [Pope] have been at fault for the inefficiency of the University, but that the manager did not have the authority to issue a letter to correct this. The manager feels that the issue needs to be addressed at a higher level within the university.

UNIVERSITY DEBATERS WILL MEET CAMBRIDGE

SELECT DATE FOR ANNUAL FALL TENNIS TOURNAMENT

On Monday, October 11, the University of Pennsylvania will host the First Annual Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament. The tournament will be held in Philadelphia and will feature the best collegiate tennis players from universities around the country. The tournament will begin at 10 am and will continue until 6 pm.

The tournament will be open to all universities with a tennis program, and the entries will be accepted on a first-come, first-served basis. The tournament will be held in Philadelphia and will be open to all universities with a tennis program.

VIGILANTE ANNOUNCE ERROR IN 1930 CODE

A recent announcement states that the University of Pennsylvania has found an error in the 1930 code and will be updating the information.

Through a series of mistakes in the planning, the Engineering Building was left out of the list of buildings it was intended to include in the list of buildings. The error was discovered when the list was printed and distributed to the students.

FONDE, 1935 STAR TRACK MAY OCCUPY REGULAR BIRTH

Pennsylvania has a chance of having a successful football season, according to the football coach, who believes that his team has the potential to win many games this season. The coach is optimistic about the team's performance and believes that with some hard work and dedication, the team can achieve great things.

In previous years, the team has struggled to win many games, but this year, the coach believes that the team has the potential to achieve great things. The coach is optimistic about the team's performance and believes that with some hard work and dedication, the team can achieve great things.

The coach believes that the team has the potential to achieve great things, and he is optimistic about the team's performance. The coach is excited about the upcoming season and believes that the team has the potential to achieve great things.

The coach believes that the team has the potential to achieve great things, and he is optimistic about the team's performance. The coach is excited about the upcoming season and believes that the team has the potential to achieve great things.

PHILO WILL CONDUCT FRESHMAN WELCOME

PHILADELPHIA, October 10, 1935

At the opening event of the year the Philomathean Society announces a Freshman welcome to be held Friday, October 11, at 8:30 o'clock in the Society room on the South Flow of College Hall.

Membership in the organization is open to all freshmen who are interested in the society. The society welcomes new members and encourages them to attend the event to learn more about the society and its activities.

The society provides a range of activities and events for its members, including social events, educational programs, and community service opportunities. The society also sponsors a variety of publications and resources for its members, including a newsletter, a yearbook, and a student newspaper.

The society welcomes new members and encourages them to attend the event to learn more about the society and its activities. The society provides a range of activities and events for its members, including social events, educational programs, and community service opportunities. The society also sponsors a variety of publications and resources for its members, including a newsletter, a yearbook, and a student newspaper.
You Will Find

things just as you desire them. We have the finest and most complete line of Drugs, Toilet Articles, and Student Supplies to be found anywhere in West Pils.

Zullinger's Drug Store
45th and Spruce Sts.
Evergreen 870

Fraternities!
Are you seeking a new home for your chapter?
Here are several which would be ideal:

\$150.00
WALNUT ST.
Three houses with sixteen rooms and two baths, each. Heat and hot water supplied. Completely modern. Rent $150.

Allegany 3000
West 1776

Good taste and good health demand sound teeth and sweet breath.
The use of Wrigley's chewing gum after every meal takes care of this important item of personal hygiene in a delightful, refreshing way —by clearing teeth and sweetening breath.

Wrigley's
Beech-Nut Preserve, Marma'ade, Jam, Jellies, Beech-Nut Conserves.

The Kopper Kettle
3417 Walnut St.
Lamplight 40, Dinner 75c
Chicken and Waffle Dinner
Wednesday and Saturday

ALDINE'S
DESSERTS
with free fruit
Reserved Seats Now on Sale at Aldine Drug Store
TICKETS TWICE DAILY—2:30 & 8:30
IT'S IN THE AIR!
BEAU GESTE
Reserved Seats Now In Advance, Visit the Matinées and Avoid the Night Crowds

CUSTOM-MADE DEPARTMENT
$35 to $50
University Clothes Shop
3705 SPRUCE STREET
Ready-to-Wear Clothes from $28.75 to $37.50
Quality and Style Worth Your While

ATTACK POLICIES OF JULLIARD FOUNDATION
Magazine Maintains Secretary of Julliard—Foundation Opposes Founder's Intentions

D.R. NOBLE DENIES ALL CHARGES

Widespread interest in the late Augustus H. Julliard's enforced plan for advancing musical education in America was aroused recently by an attack made by Mr. Maurice Bishop on the Julliard Musical Foundation, which has resources of more than $400,000. The publication devoted eight columns to its attack on the foundation, after making what was described as a "constructive criticism" of the foundation's objects, and the policies adopted and ex-
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FRANKLIN FIELD UNIQUE AMONG COLLEGE STADIUM
Press Box Accommodates More Than 200, Each Man Having Individual Wire Connections

ELECTRIC SCOREBOARDS COMPLETE.

With the completion of the double deck on the stadium Franklin Field is unique among all college stadiums of the country. Seven years ago when the old four-tiered stand was torn down, the Pennians had no idea that the then new 30,000 capacity stand would give way to a still more imposing one which accommodates nearly all the sports of the University and seats close to 60,000. The main job has been completed with the double-decking at the North, South and East Stands. However, there still remains a few minor yet very important details to be completed.

The first of these is the photographic uniform which will take care of over 100 photographers and is located above the upper deck of the North Stand. This uniform is situated high above the playing field and permits the placing of regular spot newsmen. The photographers obtain a wonderful view of the field from behind the other and are therefore able to take pictures of the stadium and the plays without going out on the field. They are also able with telescopes here to snap close-ups of the scenes from a position where the play and yet details hereof were very difficult to obtain.

The second feature is the reporters stand, which is above the upper deck. It accommodates over 200 news reporters, and each man has individual telegraphic instruments connected directly to his 150 copy and a separate desk on which to work. There are also on each end broad-burning desks which, without any need for observers to enter other stations, can send out the results of the different sports. These score-keeping men have not been installed only for football, but rather for relay and track meets which are of interest to other colleges as well as Pennsylvania. This reporters' stand is to be completed this fall on three sides and will be linked with the press box in the back. All lights, wall light and a separate light will be provided for each reporter in case of storms or work at night.

The last feature, which is practically completed, is the scoreboard which is operated electrically by a man who sits at the table of the First Stand. "Tickets to use, "tickets, etc., are delivered to him from a man in the field; he then presses a button, and the bulletin work automatically. The boards themselves are made of sheet steel and have been especially designed to take care of all theAutomation printers and play the score of the quarters. The system of scoring is entirely assisted by the new loud speakers which announce this minute, the quarter, and the penalties which are not on the scoreboard. It is also an attempt to make the game closer to the spectators who are not familiar with the rules of the game. The speakers carry very well and can be heard distinctly in the West Stand.

Great credit is due the Mr. Percy Wilson, who has been executive engineer of the University for some years and has been responsible for the rapid double decking during this past year. When the stadium has been completed it will not only be beautiful architecturally but will also be evidence of the willingness of the Trustees to keep pace with the University facilities. No changes have been made for the seats for the students of the School of Engineering.

ARCHITECTS! ENGINEERS!

20% Discount
Keystone Blue Paper Co.
10312 FISHER ST.
PHILADELPHIA

FRATERNITY SITE
RENT OR SALE

The PennePapers
near the finest attachment
of the University community.

For further information call or write to
Bender, Off and Franks

Recommended mail order

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3441 Walnut Street

The Student Lefax, complete $1.00

Fixes sheets for

nods, addresses and telephones

of

Continued in store.

At the: HOUSTON HALL
BOOK STORE

EVERY DAY IN 500,000 HOMES
Freihofer's

Fine Bread Is Served
Fresh From Oven

Announcing the Opening of
AUSONIA CLOTHES
Daily Display at
STUDENT STORES
CLARENCE P. FRANK
IN CHARGE
Made to Order
29.75 SUIT - OVERCOAT - TUX 38.75

RIGHT ON THE CAMPUS
You always know exactly where to find Edith Cuffe—after your purchase, as well as before! The
Edith Cuffe store is a permanent fixture of Houston Hall sister—open every day from 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. and
Edith Cuffe is "made for you" right here in Philadelphia.
Visit our doors any time.
$28.75 and $38.75
Non-smoking! Hot Felt and Winter Styles in suits and overcoats.

The Edvard Tailoring Company
1724 Market Street
Philadelphia

MADE FOR YOU

"AND HOW?"
One of the things at Penn you don't get from home.
A QUART A DAY

Keeps the Doctor Away

SCOTT-POLLARD
DANIELS JEWELLERS
1314 S. 7TH STREET


The continuation "Pennsylvania's oldest tradition was made of..."

* * *

Perhaps we shouldn't mention it, but we are still waiting for Johns Hopkins to happen to that touch-down.

* * *

Sargent 30, who happened to be sitting next to us, said he thought at first that one of our players had the ball.

* * *

At my rate, we enjoyed the Chautauqua exhibitions better.

* * *

Many people have the idea that the chapels appear to the nation-wide movement towards abolition...".

* * *

A Wilkes-Barre newspaper carries the intelligence that a woman and her five children shared an upper berth of a Pullman coach from Wilkes-Barre to Philadelphia. No comment seems to be in this writing.

* * *

They say that sleeping improves beauty, but who everhip Van Winkle's picture in a beauty magazine?

* * *

However, if such is the case, he must have been a fine looking boy.

* * *

Our voiced threats have finally provoked the interest of some students among the undergraduates. The business department reports a heavy increase in subscriptions from our friends and admirers, the Cave Dwellers.

* * *

Most of the fellows who, through various and sundry offenses, fill up the space to our left seem to be very fond of the new song "Baby Face."

* * *

We call attention to one of today's editorials in which the writer, in asking for students to know the truth, would be a good idea for the vigilantes to compel all freshmen to take hands with the ovets and members of the faculty, ours is a democratic university.

* * *

Nervy advises that the best way to get a drug with its proof is to smoke one of his cigars.

* * *

A number of people thought the clap in the nature of a recent instance of our rival universities trying to prove how the hook-and-ladder job worked.

* * *

After their flappy practice last Saturday afternoon, several freshmen are thinking of going out for the team.

* * *

Macaroni d'aujourd'hui

Since so many booths have been added in the extra section of "The Miracles," Hullo has applied for a part in Moss Nostalgia.

* * *

Foilied Again

This statement may seem strange to you, but causes perhaps no bitterness.

But college hurriers, when they leave, Don't need a deal of it.

* * *

There is some compensation in life. When our culture was changed from the cellar to the attic, we accustomed an unaccustomed daily hour of silence in quivering Pullmen down to the end of the column. However, not the end of a Monday afternoon has been duplicated and the sun is shining again. We just throw a lozenge out of a student's window for any of the women taxi-drivers should be classified in face ones.

* * *

Nerdy reports, for the benefit of those who have not closely made the discovery deposits themselves, that the Freshmen differ approximately 11.5 per cent, better looking this year than last.

* * *

Beaver, however, remains unchanged. To be retrieved next week.

* * *

Well, not so bad. We "kill" the column in an hour and nineteen cigarets.

* * *

MAC p.ius Bob, Orie, Ippol and possibly others.
The Slickest Coat on the Campus!

Standard Product

No well-dressed college man is without one. It's the original, weather-resistant outerwear—suitable for all colleges, so it never shows! The handsome, unassuming, efficient, practical, made in sizes and styles to fit every body. Standard Product — made only by the Standard Cloth Company, N. Y. C.

CALL ANY DEALER.

Trussell

One-Piece All-Leather Covers

Trussell's Loop-Leaf Ring Binders are complete covers of genuine leather that will not wear out hard in sizes and styles to fit every need.

ASK ANY DEALER LISTED BELOW TO SHOW YOU THE TRUSSELL ASSORTMENT.

HOUSTON HALL STORE, 35th and Spruce Streets
G. H. GRABO, 3307 Woodland Avenue
E. P. DOLBEY & CO., 3621 Woodland Avenue
PENN DRUG CO., 3701 Woodland Avenue
FINE ARTS BOOK & GIFTS, 368 Woodland Avenue

Dr. J. R. Hopper,
Secretary of the University of Pennsylvania,

The Reserve line and the first-string backed into mid-term in the third period and for the first time only had the Pennsylvania offense stopped. Several times were broken by the Red and Blue and one of these gave Elliott his chance to move the visitors' only touchdowns.

Once again All Westfal stood out in the Red and Blue victory. The fullback scored two of the six touchdowns, Charles Rogers, too, was very much in the line-up. Rogers' Paul Murphy and Paul Scull, the other members of the scoring backfield, each scored once, while the shift touchdown was run up by Foster Pull, right end.

The game was not three minutes old before the Red and Blue asserted its superiority. Hobbs kicked off and it cleared Pennsylvania but four plays to traverse touchdown territory. Westfal was the scorer. A 40-yard run on a first-converted field play by him was the chief ingredient in the scoring of the first point. P. Scull dropped the extra point.

Minutes more than midway of the period Pennsylvania talked again. This time a forward pass, Rogers to Murphy, was the scoring weapon. Murphy making a world-beating rush as he was going over the goal line. Westfal kicked the extra point from right.

The day's largest single burst resulted in the third score—shortly after the second period began. This time Murphy toured it to Paul Murphy, who had one between him and the goal. The pass and the run totaled 95 yards. This time P. Scull's drop-kick missed its mark.

Midway of the second quarter "Bob" Butler, Red and Blue center, tossed in a Hoptake lateral pass which never found its receiver, and P. Scull's drop-kick was but two yards from touchdown land. Westfal went over on fourth down and placed-kick extrapoint.

Pennsylvania Boot & Dime, 1115 Walnut St.
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To be absolutely truthful, we must admit a Wahl Pen will not get up and make your 8 o'clocks for you. It won't answer the roll call, or take notes all by itself.

But it will go along with you to any class you have, and do a better writing job than any other fountain pen you've ever seen. Hour after hour, it will glide across the pages with an ease that rests your wrist and leaves your mind free to consider what you're writing.

Its iridium-tipped point of solid gold will stand up to the action when the "p.r. ol is talking fast and you just have to "jab 'em down," or it will roll the rounded out sentences when you're building a theme for somebody else to read. This most serviceable and handsome pen comes in a wide variety of materials and styles. In slim, symmetrical cylinders of solid gold or sterling silver, gold-filled or silver-filled, or in red, black, or mot ted rubber. For point, you can choose exactly the Wahl nib that suits your writing style: stiff or flexible, fine, medium, stub, oblique, or medium, stiff or flexible, fine, medium, stub, oblique, or semi-flexible. Res. Whether you're passing an exam or writing out your algebra sheet, the Wahl Standard Signature can choose exactly the Wahl nib to any class you have, and make your roll call, or take notes all by itself.

Our Lineup
1. Langrock Clothes
2. Stetson Hats
3. Whalley-Ford Shoes
4. Arrow Shirts
5. E. and W. Collars
6. Belber Luggage
7. Berkley Ties
8. Imported Sox
9. Correct Style
10. Cheerful Service
11. Honest Prices

AWIN NING COMBINATION
COACHED BY GOMMY

GOMMY
MEN'S WEAR OF DISTINCTION

3653 WOODLAND AVENUE